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Correction 
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In Section 6 of the above paper it was shown how under constant rank assumptions 
an external system 
Ri(W,I~' , . . . ,w(k))=O, i= l , . . . , l ,  wcR q, (1) 
can be transformed to an equivalent external system, satisfying either the main 
assumption (Assumption 4), and so admits a driven realization, or is inconsistent. 
The class of local equivalence transformations (see (6.21)) which had to be used 
for this purpose was however not correctly stated. In fact this class has to be 
enlarged in the following way. Suppose as in (6.28) that 
Aj = A IAI + . . .  + Aj_IAj_ 1 .-k Aj÷~Aj+I +""  + AiA,, (2) 
where (see (6.30)-(6.31)) 
a ,9 (p,-p,) n 
--go --i, ., ow~k-p? Lgo " ~i ] (3) A, = ~w(~_,j ) I.(',-°,)R .. 
with pi>pj ,  i= 1, . . . , / .  By definition of the integers pi the function Rj= o L,oRj 
and the l -1  functions I~p-pj)R i= l ,  , j - l ,  j+ l ,  l only depend on 
w(k-pi):_~(w~k--pj), . (k-p)~ and on r. (k - - r )  . . . ,wq  J j ~'1 , . . . ,w(q  k-r)) for r=p j+ l , . . . , k .  
Denote these last remaining coordinates by z. Now apply Lemma 6.2 to Rj and 
LCp,-p,)o i = 1,. , j -  1, j + 1, !, seen as functions of w'k-P?, depending on go ~ /X i '  . . . . .  , 
the parameters z. This yields for every z the existence of a smooth function 
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¢z: UcR ~R,  with U an open neighborhood of 0~R ~, such that (see (6.33)- 
(6.34)) 
Cz (0 , . . . ,0 )=0,  -~(0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )#0,  (4) 
oy~ 
d 
- -  . (k -p j )  ¢:( Rj, t(~-~,)o r(p,-~-o,~o a. ,g  o ~ Jt~. I ~ . . . ~ x . .~gf f  - J t '~ j_ l ,  
OWs 
Lcp,+,-p,~ f(p,-p,)o ~ = 0 (5) go ~ : /X - j+ I~ • • • :, X - 'g  o " J~ ' l l  
for s = 1 , . . . ,  q. Now define 
~O(y,,.. . ,  Yt, z):= ~Pz(Y,,..., Yt). (6) 
(Notice that ¢z can be chosen in such a way that ~0 is also smooth.) Then ¢ 
defines a local equivalence transformation f system (1) to an equivalent external 
system by replacing the jth equation Rj(w, w , . . . ,  w (k)) = 0 in (1) by 
qJ(Rj, ,(p,-p,)o r(p,_,-o,)o t(p,÷,-p,)o r(p,-p,)o z) = 0. (7) 
a '~g 0 " ~* '1  ~ " • " ~ ~go"  ~ ~j - - l~  ~go ~ " z~ j+ l~ " • " , X"go  ~t~- l~ 
(Compare with (6.35); the difference lies in the dependence of ¢ on the z- 
coordinates.) Now everything works the same way as in the above paper. For 
the newly defined external system the numbers p~ are the same, except for the 
jth one which is by (5) strictly larger than pj. If the A-matrix of this newly defined 
system equals I then we are done. Otherwise, we can repeat he above procedure, 
and the conclusion (Theorem (6.3)) follows. 
